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What name is shared by this helicopter and a North American wind?

2

With a population of about 180,000, which Australian city is this?

3
4
5
6
7

Which make of car featured in the "Back to the Future" film trilogy?
"The cricketers" is a 1948 painting by which Australian artist?
Who is this singer/songwriter (b. 1934)?
Who is this Englishman (b. 1809)?
Which 2004-06 American TV series is this?
Name either of the Parisian-dwelling dogs whose names form the title of this
children's TV series.
Which Canberra Raider turned Brisbane Bronco is this?
Which American (1934-1996) is pictured here?
In what year did Australia's federal parliament first meet in Canberra?
Which Australian capital city celebrated its bicentenary in 2004?
“Also Sprach Zarathustra” by Richard Strauss is the theme to which 1968 Stanley
Kubrick film?
What two-word title has been bestowed upon cricketer Jack Hobbs, author PG
Wodehouse and a renegade time lord, among others?
What is the proper medical term for the human windpipe?
Which Commonwealth country was Princess Elizabeth visiting in 1952 when she
learned that her father had died?
Which river passes through Alice Springs?
How many times did Greg Norman win the British Open?
Who portrayed Don Bradman in the 1984 mini series "Bodyline"?
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What 8-letter word refers to the punctuation mark comprising a series of dots (…)
indicating an unfinished thought or the intentional omission of a word or phrase?
The hero of a series of children’s picture books by New Zealand author Dame Linley
Dodd, what type of animal is Hairy Maclary?
Which award-winning Australian actor played Kerry Packer in "Howzat!" and Lord
Kitchener in the 2015 miniseries "Gallipoli"?
Who wrote the "Goosebumps" series of children's books?
In which TV show did Denny Crane and Alan Shore share a drink and cigar on the
balcony together at the end of each episode?
Known for his clashes with the law, which country music legend explained to a judge
regarding a forest fire in 1965 “I didn’t do it, my truck did, and it’s dead, so you can’t
question it.”?
Which female Australian swimmer once held every world freestyle record?
Defeating Rod Laver in the 1959 final, Alex Olmedo became (and remains) the only
male tennis player from which South American nation to win the coveted
Wimbledon singles title?
Stewart Copeland and the Sumner brothers were members of which pop group in
the late 1970s and early 1980s?
In which year did Australians reject a proposal to become a republic?

30 The Stormers Super Rugby team play their home games in which South African city?
31 In computing, what does the acronym VPN stand for?
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Question
Which social networking service was the largest in the world from 2005 to 2008?
Every new user’s first friend was called Tom - namely Tom Anderson, co-founder of
the site.
What was the title of the 1987 film version of Cyrano de Bergerac starring Steve
Martin and Daryl Hannah?
What slogan appears on South Australian number plates?
What two-word term can refer to a cocktail (supposedly a hangover cure) consisting
of raw egg, Worcestershire sauce, hot sauce, salt and ground black pepper; or the
testes of a bull when cooked and eaten?
Name the 1980-90's Australian medical drama series that starred Brett Climo,
Maurie Fields and Rebecca Gibney?
In the human body, what name is given to the wave-like contraction of muscles that
help send food down the digestive tract?
In which country of the UK would you find the Giant's Causeway?
What nationality was artist Gustav Klimt (1862-1918)?
His surname is now synonymous with a person who collaborates with an enemy
occupying force. Which Minister-President of Norway was executed for treason
following World War II?
Which investment bank, the largest in Australia, has a logo resembling the Holey
dollar - the first ever coinage in our country?
Which Australia author has won the Booker prize twice, firstly in 1988 and again in
2001?
What is the capital city of Otago?
Which versatile British author's works include "Lamb to the Slaughter" (1953) and
"My Uncle Oswald" (1979) and "Matilda" (1988)?
Which distinctive constellation appears on the national flags of five independent
countries?
Luanda is the capital city of which African country?
In which NSW town is the Big Merino located?
Which cartoon cat was created by Pat Sullivan in 1919?
Despite a combined age of 75 years, which two tennis players won the mixed
doubles at the 2015 Australian Open?
What Shakespeare play opens with a storm at sea?
How many coloured squares are on a Rubik's Cube?
Its logo consisting of a distinctly pyramidal mountain encircled by 22 stars, which
major film studio is the last to still be headquartered in the Hollywood district of Los
Angeles?
Name the actress who played Willow in "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" and Lily in "How I
met your Mother"?
Later a 1959 film starring Ernest Borgnine, which pioneering Australian play written
by Ray Lawler focuses in part on the lives of two sugarcane cutters Barney and Roo?

55 What is AUSLAN?
From the Middle Ages until the 20th century, masseur was a traditional occupation
56
for persons suffering from which disability?
Which Australian jockey (1938-2014) had more than 2,000 career wins including the
57
1965 and 1967 Melbourne Cups?
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58 What is the square root of 15,129?
Joining the AFL in 1995, which current team are still without a Premiership trophy,
59
making their only grand final appearance in 2013?
60 In 1985, which Swedish actor played Russian boxer Ivan Drago in "Rocky IV"?
In ten-pin bowling, how many consecutive strikes are required to achieve the
61
maximum 300 score?
Which Irish-Australian reality TV show winner released the 2007 album "Where We
62
Land"?
63 Who appeared on the first cover of Rolling Stone magazine in 1967?
Made famous in the 2000 film The Dish, the Parkes radio telescope was officially
64
opened in which decade?
65 On which river are the Victoria Falls?
66 Pooh Bah and Yum Yum are characters in which Gilbert and Sullivan light opera?
Which TV drama concerns an FBI agent who recruits his mathematical genius brother
67
to help solve challenging crimes?
What name is given to duck or other meat, cooked very slowly and stored in its own
68
fat - it takes its name from the French for “to preserve”?
Which soprano, now a Dame, performed at the 1981 wedding of Prince Charles and
69
Diana?
What one word title is shared by a 2008 movie starring Robert Pattinson and Kristen
70 Stewart and a 1998 movie starring Gene Hackman, Paul Newman and Susan
Sarandon?
71 Who was Buffy the vampire Slayer’s mentor and school librarian?
One of Hitchcock’s first true comedies, it suffered at the box office. Which 1955 film
72
marked the film debut of Shirley MacLaine?
First used in competition in England in 1932, Stableford is an alternative scoring
73
system used in which sport?
Which Austrian-born American consultant, educator and author (1905-2005) coined
74 the term "knowledge worker" and is considered the founder of modern business
management?
75 What specifically is the smallest wind instrument?
76 Vinegar is primarily composed of water and which acid?
Which Italian city was the birthplace of, among others, Mary d'Este (second wife of
77
King James II of Britain), Enzo Ferrari and Luciano Pavarotti?
78 Found mainly in the European Alps, what type of animal is an ibex?
79

Which Oscar-winning actress has been married to film directors Jim Threapleton and
Sam Mendes, both alas ending in divorce?

80 Which base-16 numerical system is commonly used in mathematics and computing?
81 The fictional island of Sodor is the setting for which children's book and TV series?
82 As his nickname suggests, businessman Warren Buffet hails form which US state?
83

In 1538, Henry VIII issued a proclamation for which Archbishop of Canterbury to be
un-sainted, some 368 years after his death?

84 Following the break-up of Sudan, what is now Africa's largest country by area?
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Question
Which famous museum has branches in New York, Abu Dhabi, Berline, Bilbao and
Venice?
Which South Korean rapper made Gangnam Style well known worldwide in 2012?
In 1971, Bangladesh gained independence from which country?
At the 2012 London Olympics, name either of the two disciplines (as distinct from
sports or events) in which women but not men competed.
Careful now - released by Sony in 2000 and with over 150 million sold, what is the
best selling video game console of all time?
Which character is head of the fictional crime organisation SPECTRE?
Lusaka is the capital of which African country?
What is the two-word nickname of the Australia Women's Cricket team?
To which island was Napoleon exiled in 1814?
Written whilst he was working at a factory making toilet seats for 747s, it was a
breakthrough hit for Bill Withers. In which 1971 song is the phrase “I know”
repeated 26 times?
All best-sellers, "Eclipse", "New Moon" and "Breaking Dawn" are novels by which
American fantasy author?

96 Jennifer Garner played the role of Sydney Bristow in which complex TV spy series?
97 Which spirit is traditionally used in a Mojito cocktail?
98 What five-letter word is both part of the human body and a punctuation mark?
Which English economist, MP and scientist (1623 to 1687) is credited with
99
originating the philosophy of laissez-faire in relation to government activity?
100 What is the square root of one quarter?
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